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BODY & PAINT
SYSTEMS

BODY & PAINT
REQUIREMENT:
+ Process orientation to industrial standards
+ Fast and brilliant results
+ Economical material consumption
+ Long-lasting surface protection
+ Silicone-free surfaces

WORK ASSIGNMENT:
+ Preparing/Matting of automotive clear coats
+ Eliminating of paint defects  
 (inclusion, spray, “paint tears”/“runs“)
+ Adapting blending methodsABOUT MENZERNA

Menzerna develops and produces premium quality  
polishes, cleaners and care products for automotive  
clear coats. 125 years of experience, in-depth 
formulation know-how and a precise understanding 
of the requirement of our customers in the automobile 
industry make Menzerna a specialist and leading 
supplier of products for the detailing and polishing of 
automotive clear coats. We offer complete polishing 
systems for all automotive applications, meeting the 
high standards of our industrial and trade customers.
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Available at:

GOOD REASONS FOR  
CHOOSING MENZERNA

+ 125 years experience
+ Technical sales worldwide
+ Wide product range developed in cooperation with  
 lead clients out of paint and automobile industry
+ Innovative selection
+ References include premium brands, 
 sector leaders, OEMs
+ Quality “Made in Germany“



Desired result
Absolutely hologram-free surface
with exclusive shine, even on dark
coatings.

Degree of surface exposure

Elimination of sanding spots, deep scratches 
and strong spray

Elimination of scratching, washing and  
friction marks, holograms and spray

Elimination of friction marks, holograms  
and micro scratches

Perfect surface with radiant gloss  
on bright paints.

Protected, noticeably smoother,
silicone-free surface with high gloss
value and perfect water beading.

BODY & PAINT
SYSTEMS heavy medium light

Good standard surface after grinding.
Ideal starting base for polishing.

HEAVY CUT MEDIUM CUT FINISH PROTECTION

Technical product data sheets on:
www.menzerna.com

- Authentic Body & Paint System -

CLASSIC
FRESH PAINT*

- Ultimate in Compounding,
Maximum Cut & Optimizing Work Time -

PREMIUM FRESH 
PAINT CUT*

- Maximum in Compounding and 
Gloss & Optimizing Work Time -

PREMIUM
FRESH PAINT*

*All listed systems are flexible and understood to be recommendations. The majority of all practical applications is covered. Optional additional products are  
 available for every finish level and can be used in place of individual polishes as needed. The entire polishing program is available at www.menzerna.com
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SILICONEFREE

Step 1: rotary Step 2: rotary/orbital Step 3: orbital

MEDIUM CUT FOAM PAD

MEDIUM CUT FOAM PAD

HEAVY CUT FOAM PAD

HEAVY CUT FOAM PAD

SOFT CUT FOAM PAD

SOFT CUT FOAM PAD

SOFT CUT FOAM PAD

WAX FOAM PAD, microfiber cloth

WAX FOAM PAD, microfiber cloth

WAX FOAM PAD, microfiber cloth


